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Main Slot 
Information

Play for free using the free play version, or play for 
real money with an official UK online casino. There 
are loads of offers in the United Kingdom which 
match well with Cops ‘n’ Robbers, granting extra 
spins and more funds.

We’re here to provide you with in-depth 
guides on the Cops and Robbers slot game. 

Created by Novomatic, this game is sure to 
bring in lots of high winnings. 



Cops and Robbers 
Slot Review
The Cops and Robbers slot machine 
uses a 5×3 reel grid with symbols on 
each row. The game is based on the 
popular children’s game, now imagined 
in an animated adventure. 

The two bonus games, which can be 
triggered using special Scatter 
symbols, are based on cops and 
robbers. Both bonuses can activate 
multipliers which can be stacked 
together for big wins. Below are some 
advantages and disadvantages of the 
Cops n Robbers slot machine.



Bonus Features
Cops N Robbers Slot – Free Spins Bonus Round

The game has two different bonus rounds, which lead to free spins. Having free spins means you 
can score more wins with just a single deposit. The way to unlock the first free spins is by simply 
landing the Scatters. This just gives you more free spins to use, which will continue automatically. 
For every win you get on the free spins, the score multiplies, increasing your total winnings. Keep 
landing Scatters to keep the free spins going. The free spins will end after a certain time. The 
number of spins you receive will be randomized.

The second type of bonus round is the Chase mini-game. This will trigger the special animation 
where the player takes control of a police car and drives after the robbers. The game itself acts as 
a board game. The player will have up to three throws of the dice. The cop will begin driving after 
you make your third throw. This will determine where you land on the board and what multiplier 
you will receive.

If you land on the ID Parade, you will be forced to play a separate game. You must pick one of 
three outcomes. Once decides that you win, one lets you continue playing the board game, and 
the other will let you claim an additional prize. Cops and Robbers slots free play includes the 
same bonuses as the real version. Our team will include further information should you require it.



Theme
The main theme of the Cops and Robbers slot machine game 
is based on the imaginative concept of children. In this game, 
one set of kids would play as the cops, and the other set will 
play the robbers. To win, the cops simply need to chase and 

catch the robbers. However, this slot game uses this theme in 
the literal sense. It creates a cartoon world where the real 

cops end up chasing the real robbers. The bonus games even 
involve a car chase. Depending on if they get caught or not 

will determine the big wins you receive.

Symbols and Graphics
Many of the symbols are based on police officers, bank 

robbers, and even judges. The basic symbols which award 
standard prizes are the five main card numbers. This includes 

a 10, an Ace, a Jack, a Queen, and a King. The Wild of the 
Game is based on a pitbull, a classic symbol of the UK police. 

The very title of the game will serve as the Scatter, which 
unlocks the bonus rounds.

RTP and Variance
The RTP rating for Cops and Robbers is around 95.2%. This 

places it on an average rating making it perfect for new 
gamblers. The variance is set from low to medium. This 

means that the risk is quite low, but so are the rewards. This is 
what makes it a great entry for those new to gambling. The 

RTP and volatility remain the same for Cops and Robbers slot 
machine free play.


